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Abstract 

As a mesh free Lagrangian particle method, the Moving Particle Semi-implicit (MPS) method [1] has 
been proven effective in many engineering problems. The implicit pressure calculation mode in MPS brings 
robustness but also makes it computationally expensive. Developing data-driven models is a common way to 
reduce the computational cost in physics problem, but many of the traditional data-driven models suffered 
from limited application scalability for simple regression algorithms they employed are not “deep” enough to 
capture the encoding behind physics problems. Recent progress on computing power opens up the possibility 
for the implementation of more advanced and efficient data-driven models. For computational fluid dynamic 
problem, machine learning techniques like random forest [2] and convolutional neural network [3] are 
implemented to improve the computing performance of numerical simulation.  In this work, we combine the 
physic intuition from MPS with machine learning algorithm to construct a data-driven model in order to 
address the computing performance problem of MPS. A fully connected artificial Neural Network (NN) is 
employed to replace the traditional iterative solver of pressure Poisson equation (i.e. PCG, CG method). We 
reformulated the pressure Poisson equation as a regression problem and designed context-based feature 
vectors for particle based on pressure Poisson equation. The trained NN maintains the accurate and stable 
characteristic of original MPS while drastically speeding up the pressure calculation step. Furthermore,  
neural network does not require any iteration and is able to calculate the pressure of each particle in an element-
wise mode, making it very suitable for parallelization on multi-core CPU or GPU. 
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